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INTRODUCTION

This dialogue was hosted by the SURE project at Kabira Country Club, Kampala on the 24th of April 2014. The SURE project produced an evidence brief which summarized the best available evidence regarding the problem, policy options and implementation considerations for sustainability for health knowledge translation initiatives in Uganda. The policy brief included the description of the health system problem, the viable options for addressing this problem and the strategies for implementing these options.

The dialogue involved participants from different organizations like The World Health Organization, Ministry of Health, Parliament, and Academia. The participants were of different professions like economists, sociologists, physicians, policy analysts and planners. The objectives of this dialogue included reviewing of the brief and working a way forward i.e. is this something we can take to a different level?

PARTICIPANTS’ UNDERSTANDING OF KT

A participant made an observation that KT concept was new to many participants of the policy dialogue and as such she requested for a brief background on the essence of KT. It was explained that KT is a process of taking research findings and incorporation into policy. For instance if a study in Rakai district in Uganda has found that 60% circumcised are free from HIV infection, such research evidence is not useful until has come to MoH and translated into a policy brief which is then shared among MoH and other stakeholders including cabinet for adoption into policy and subsequent adoption of such research evidence into the strategic plan of MOH for implementation. So KT is a process of ensuring research evidence is scientifically and systematically incorporated into a strategic plan of e.g. the MoH.

Another participant held the view that knowledge translation is not only about research, but all health information. Another participant remarked that KT is not limited to research evidence but all health information.

Another participant observed that quite often KT has been limited to mean application research evidence into policy and also comment talked about in terms of policy briefs. KT should be extended to involve practical actions of giving people information i.e on how to do effective hand washing with soap. KT should not only be looked at in terms of policy briefs.
When you talk of KT, you are talking about evidence based information. This subscribes to the school of thought that any information used must have been objective. The easiest way to guarantee that information is objective is when such information or research evidence is published (journal articles, text books etc).

Am very excited about the KT idea because this is where we have a serious weakness. Despite a lot of health research being done but this research does not informs policy and practices to levels that are noticeable. This creates a need for an office or unit to coordinate health research and provide a platform for interaction of researchers and policy makers.

**PROBLEM AND SIZE**

Writers have identified that there is a gap between researchers, policy makers and practitioners. What evidence is there to show that policy makers are not using research evidence to design policies? The policy brief should capture that evidence. Some of the reasons why policy makers may not consider certain research evidence include: for the case of safe male circumcision as a strategy for HIV prevention, there is a fear by policy makers that they could be blamed for universally implementing a policy if adverse effects occur; lack of resources (financial and human) for implementation. Research evidence could be available but to translate it into policies can be constrained of effects on the population, by fear by some policy makers and implementers. So certain policy makers tend to sit back because they do not want to be blamed in case implementation of certain research evidence leads to some adverse negative effects on the population.

There is need to highlight whether not using KT is a big problem in Uganda. Provide a case study showing that where KT has been used, it has been advantageous and vice-versa. This will define the size of the problem.

In the problem section provide a stock taking of knowledge translation initiatives in Uganda and sustainable issues of those KT initiatives. For example if a KT initiative is reliant on donor funded say for three years, what happens to it when donor funding winds up? The stock taking should consider things like governance structure, financing mechanisms and scope of work of existing KT initiatives, in Uganda. This would guide in coming up with a model which could work in Uganda. For example could be having a stand-alone KT unit or a desk officer at the MoH. The choice of a model could be informed by mapping of what is currently in Uganda,
rather than duplicating initiatives from other countries. It will be important to carefully weigh the pros and cons of stand-alone KT units in particular considering administration costs involved. The key focus will be to create demand for use of research evidence. Mapping should also be done on how some health based policies have benefit from KT, for example the Palliative Care Policy whose making was informed by the SURE project policy brief. Mapping should be continuous to track changes that result from policy interventions based on research evidence.

There is need to close the gap between researchers and community or beneficiaries of research findings, right from the inception of research undertakings. This would minimise existing mistrust about research findings by community. For example in case of Safe Male Circumcision, local people should have been engaged in the research process to ensure ownership of the generated evidence. As a result communities would be more willing to adhere to a policy intervention resulting from research evidence which was generated with their involvement. One outcome mapping would development of a guide book for researchers on how to influence policy makers.

**CAUSE OF THE PROBLEM**

A disconnect between researchers and policy makers is caused by researchers who single handily set their own research agenda in total disregard of the policy makers especially at the MoH. Researchers need to consult with MoH right from the design of research projects to ensure uptake of research evidence.

According to a participant, lack of a framework for KT **should not** be taken as one of the causes of the problem because a framework is inclusive of everything: i.e. a framework would provide for issues regarding funding and institutionalization etc. If you don’t have a framework, you can’t do advocacy because you will have a conceptualization of what you are going to advocate for.

**POLICY OPTIONS**

It was noted that there is no need to establish a KT unit in the MoH because that would be a huge undertaking. Instead it was proposed that a KT desk would be established under the policy analysis unit because this is the unit which interfaces with parliament and links MoH to other decision makers. In the beginning there would be a desk KT person under the policy analysis unit with external support/donor support for at least the first three years and later this officer (desk office would be taken up by central government). This desk officer would interface with the policy analysts and planners and create linkages with health researchers.
Two participants were of the view that because all the three policy options are essential of building a sustainable KT, it is unrealistic to implement an option in the absence of the other two. In the context of districts it was noted that if districts cannot even utilize the little information they collect, it is not realistic to think that district official have the capacity to utilize research evidence from third parties. This shows the need to address all the gaps in the three policy options with particular focus on advocacy. “We need to build the culture of research evidence demand right from the grassroots, districts and national level”. A participant suggested that the three policy options could be treated as components and under each component there could several policy options. For example under advocacy, one of the opotions would be use of champions.

Another participant was of the view that priority be given to the Policy Options 1 and 2: Institutionalization and advocacy respectively. I agree with the idea of strengthening the existing mechanism like policy analysis units at the MoH and UNHRO. It was then suggested that UNHRO comes up with guidelines to address issues of timeliness of utilization of research findings, like intellectual property rights (IPR) to ensure that research findings are timely used. Sometimes dissemination and uptake of research evidence may be delayed because IPR issues. There should be a clear mechanism on how different stakeholders can benefit from research undertakings. A KT unit would not be a clearing house of health research evidence but also ensure coordination of KT initiatives in the country. UNHRO is best placed provide guidance in health research. With regards to institutionalization policy option, there is value in looking at available mechanisms and strengthen such mechanisms that are evident in Ethiopia and USA.

Another participant prioritized Capacity building of existing personnel ahead of institutionalization because MoH already has human resource gaps, with no plan of addressing the problem in the near future. To think that a new institution can be established for KT may remain wishful thinking due to lack of internal capacity to provide sustainable resources for longer term spans.

A participant asked: how can we benefit from KT when there is no information at community and district levels? He then suggested that Policy option 1 “advocacy” needs to be explicitly presented to improve the current simple general text on advocacy.

Its only researchers who know about health evidence and what it does... That shows the importance of advocacy. Unless we market KT scientists will continue doing research for the shelves rather than informing health policy.
On institutionalisation policy option; it was suggested that UNHRO identifies and develops collaborations with organizations like World Health Organization (WHO) which use health research evidence for informed decision making. Because WHO regularly interfaces with MoH and related agencies, it can be used as an venue for information dissemination.

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

To enrich these implementation considerations, there is need to incorporate good practices that have been used in other countries (USA) with knowledge translation initiatives. For example USA has a centralised system for KT under Institute for health.

Build and strengthen partnerships between policy makers and researchers to ensure uptake of research evidence by policy makers. Researchers should engage policy makers throughout the research processes. When researchers exclusively define the problem and conduct their research sometimes they generate findings which cannot be taken up by policy makers.

Access to available health information and research evidence is very difficult. At districts there is Health Information Management Systems (HIMS) which captures a wide range of information including maternal health and child health, HIV/AIDS etc.

Simplify the terminology of KT as in this policy brief to benefit wider readership. This participant proposed that KT should be presented simply as translation of research evidence and health information into health policy. Simplification of the terminology used would avoid misrepresentation issues by for example the media.

A participant suggested that a Champion (s) with good networks and connections be used to spear head process of building sustainable KT base. The Champion must be well versed with the health sector. People like Dr Kiyonga has a lot of clout in government because he can access any level of power in the country in addition to being very knowledge and experienced in health research. Another participant supported the idea of a champion adding that a number of champions could used to ensure a mix of skills and competences. The champions would be given a model that can work, to sell to stakeholders.

However, some participants disagreed with the idea of champions. It is better to establish and supporting, an office or institutional framework instead of focusing on an individual worse still who may a politician prone to be dropped from the political office.
A participant observed that, to sustain KT, government should provide in the national budget money for health research for donors can complement on.
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